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HEARING DATE MAY 8, 2017 
 
 

CHINESE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
 
 

Application No.:  LBR-2016-17-043 
Business Name:  Chinese Historical Society of America 
Business Address:  965 Clay Street 
District:   District 3 
Applicant:   Sue Lee, Executive Director 
Nomination Date:  November 28, 2016 
Nominated By:   Supervisor Aaron Peskin 
Staff Contact:   Richard Kurylo 

legacybusiness@sfgov.org 
 
 
BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
Established in Chinatown in 1963, the Chinese Historical Society of America (CHSA) is the oldest and largest 
archive and historical center in the United States that documents the Chinese American experience. As a 
nonprofit organization, CHSA is “dedicated to the interpretation, promotion, and preservation of the social, 
cultural, and political history and contributions of the Chinese in America.” It accomplishes this mission by 
hosting exhibitions and public programs at its Museum and Learning Center, producing publications on 
Chinese American history, offering tours of the surrounding Chinatown neighborhood, and serving as the 
steward of the historic Chinatown YWCA, which it has owned and operated since 2000. The organization 
holds one of the country’s largest collections of Chinese American historical objects and frequently serves as 
a resource for historical research. Its programming focuses on three core values, as described in its 
application: (1) respect for cultural traditions and history/heritage; (2) the belief that innovation is part of how 
the organization keeps traditions relevant and up-to-date; and (3) a goal to reach “above and beyond” 
Chinatown in order to continue the process of expanding definitions of the Chinese American community and 
its role in society. In addition to showcasing rotating exhibitions, the CHSA Museum offers several permanent 
exhibitions, including Chinese American: Exclusion/Inclusion, the History of the Chinatown YWCA, and Living 
in Chinatown: Memories in Miniature. Founded by local Chinese American community advocates, CHSA has 
continued a legacy of community advocacy through its historical and educational work, and also through its 
support of local historians. CHSA also remains deeply connected to its surrounding neighborhood of 
Chinatown, keeping its doors open six days a week and collaborating with others to offer film screenings, 
book readings, presentations, workshops, and panel discussions in the neighborhood. 
 
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 
Francisco operations exceeding two years? 
 
Yes, the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San Francisco 
operations exceeding two years: 
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17 Adler Place from 1966 to 1969 (3 years). 
650 Commercial Street from 1969 to 1993 (24 years). 
644 Broadway #402 from 1993 to 2001 (8 years). 
965 Clay Street from 2001 to Present (16 years). 
 
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a 
particular neighborhood or community? 
 
Yes, the applicant has contributed to the Chinatown neighborhood’s history and identity. 
 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommended the applicant as qualifying, noting the following ways 
the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a particular neighborhood or 
community: 
 
• CHSA, a nonprofit organization, is the oldest and largest archive and historical center documenting the 

Chinese American experience in the United States. It is associated with the curatorial, archival, and 
story-telling traditions; promoting Chinese and Chinese-American heritage and culture; and the tradition 
of stewarding and interpreting a historic site. 

 
• CHSA has contributed to the history and identity of San Francisco’s Chinatown neighborhood by 

promoting the history, heritage, and culture of Chinese Americans in the Bay Area and beyond through 
its museum exhibitions, educational and cultural programs, and historical archive. 
 

• The property at 965 Clay Street is Article 10 Landmark No. 122, significant for its architecture and social 
history. Designed by master architect, Julia Morgan, in 1932, the historic Chinatown YWCA is associated 
with Chinese and Chinese American history of the neighborhood. 
 

• The business has been cited in the following publications: 
 San Francisco Chronicle, 10/29/2016, “NY gives SF vivid view of Chinese immigrants’ history,” by 

Carl Nolte. 
 San Francisco Chronicle, 10/3/1966, “Chinese Society Opens Museum,” by Jerry Root. 
 San Francisco Chronicle, 10/6/1966, “Boost for Chinese History,” by Millie Robbins. 
 San Francisco Magazine, 2/1967, “Or a Chinese Historical Society?” by Thomas W. Chinn. 
 Bulletin for April 1969, East/West News, 1/14/1988, “Historical Societies Play a Key Role in Chinese 

American History.” 
 Tri-Valley Herald, 11/16/2001, “Museum gives Chinese-American history its due,” by Titania Leung 

Inglis. 
 San Jose Mercury, 11/17/01, “Chinese-American museum conceived in ’63 opens,” by L.A. Chung. 
 San Francisco Chronicle, 11/18/01, “Chinese museum finally gets a home,” by Tyche Hendricks. 
 New York Times, 2/11/11, “Lost for Years, a Trove of Chinatown Art is Tracked Down,” by Bernice 

Yeung. 
 nbcnews.com, 11/11/16, “Chinese-American History Finds Permanent Home in San Francisco,” by 

Frances Kai-Hwa Wang. 
 nbcnews.com, 2/11/17, “Oldest Chinese Laundry in the U.S. Closes Shop After 140 Years.” 
 nbcnews.com, 2/11/17, “CAAM to Launch ‘Who is American?’ Education Campaign on Chinese 

Exclusion Act.” 
 Asian Pacific America with Robert Handa, an interview with Sue Lee, Executive Director of CHSA, 

aired on NBC Bay Area January 29, 2017 (available on YouTube, see application for links). 
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CHSA has been the recipient of numerous awards, including: 2004 National Preservation Award from the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation; 2005 Preservation Award from California Heritage Council; and 
2016 Award from the Art Deco Society of California. 

 
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define 
the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms? 
 
Yes, CHSA is committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define its practice of operating 
museum, archive, and historical center focused on Chinese American history, heritage, and culture. 
 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION 
The Historic Preservation Commission recommends that Chinese Historical Society of America qualifies for 
the Legacy Business Registry under Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) and recommends 
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions. 
 
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business: 
• Dedication to the interpretation, promotion, and preservation of the social, cultural, and political history 

and contributions of the Chinese in America. 
• Function as a home for the stories and experience of the Chinese in America. 
• Chinatown location. 
• Maintenance of a cultural asset that is the historic YWCA Chinatown building. 
• Function as a museum, historical archive, and source of educational programming focused on Chinese 

and Chinese American history. 
 
CORE PHYSICAL FEATURES OR TRADITIONS THAT DEFINE THE BUSINESS 
Following are the core physical features or traditions that define the business that would be required for 
maintenance of the business on the Legacy Business Registry.  
• The interpretation, promotion and/or preservation of the social, cultural and political history and 

contributions of the Chinese in America. 
 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
Staff recommends that the San Francisco Small Business Commission include Chinese Historical Society of 
America currently located at 965 Clay Street in the Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under 
Administrative Code Section 2A.242. 
 
 
Richard Kurylo, Manager 
Legacy Business Program 
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Small Business Commission 
Draft Resolution 

 
HEARING DATE MAY 8, 2017 

 
CHINESE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 

 
LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY RESOLUTION NO. _________________________ 

 
 

Application No.:  LBR-2016-17-043 
Business Name:  Chinese Historical Society of America 
Business Address:  965 Clay Street 
District:   District 3 
Applicant:   Sue Lee, Executive Director 
Nomination Date:  November 28, 2016 
Nominated By:   Supervisor Aaron Peskin 
Staff Contact:   Richard Kurylo 

legacybusiness@sfgov.org 
 
 
ADOPTING FINDINGS APPROVING THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY APPLICATION FOR CHINESE 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 965 CLAY STREET. 
 
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business maintains 
a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, community-
serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing educational and 
promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and success; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 
Francisco operations exceeding two years; or 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for more than 20 years but less than 30 
years, has had no break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years, has significantly contributed to 
the history or identity of a particular neighborhood or community and, if not included in the Registry, faces a 
significant risk of displacement; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the neighborhood's history and identity; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that define 
the business; and 
 
WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on May 8, 2017, the San Francisco Small Business 
Commission reviewed documents and correspondence, and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business 
Registry application; therefore 
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BE IT RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission hereby includes Chinese Historical Society of 
America in the Legacy Business Registry as a Legacy Business under Administrative Code Section 2A.242. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission recommends safeguarding the below 
listed physical features and traditions at Chinese Historical Society of America: 
 
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business: 
• Dedication to the interpretation, promotion, and preservation of the social, cultural, and political history 

and contributions of the Chinese in America. 
• Function as a home for the stories and experience of the Chinese in America. 
• Chinatown location. 
• Maintenance of a cultural asset that is the historic YWCA Chinatown building. 
• Function as a museum, historical archive, and source of educational programming focused on Chinese 

and Chinese American history. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Small Business Commission requires maintenance of the below listed 
core physical feature or tradition to maintain Chinese Historical Society of America on the Legacy Business 
Registry: 
• The interpretation, promotion and/or preservation of the social, cultural and political history and 

contributions of the Chinese in America. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Small Business Commission on 
May 8, 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

_________________________ 
Regina Dick-Endrizzi 
Director 

 
 
 
RESOLUTION NO. _________________________ 
 
Ayes –  
Nays –  
Abstained –  
Absent –  
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Application No.:  LBR-2016-17-043 
Business Name:   Chinese Historical Society of America 
Business Address:   965 Clay Street 
District:   District 3 
Applicant:    Sue Lee, Executive Director 
Nomination Date:   November 28, 2016 
Nominated By:   Supervisor Aaron Peskin 
 
CRITERION 1: Has the applicant has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no 
break in San Francisco operations exceeding two years?  X Yes   No 
 
17 Adler Place from 1966 to 1969 (3 years). 
650 Commercial Street from 1969 to 1993 (24 years). 
644 Broadway #402 from 1993 to 2001 (8 years). 
965 Clay Street from 2001 to Present (16 years). 
 
CRITERION 2: Has the applicant contributed to the neighborhood's history and/or the identity of a 
particular neighborhood or community?  X Yes   No 
 
CRITERION 3: Is the applicant committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that 
define the business, including craft, culinary, or art forms?  X Yes   No 
 
NOTES: NA 
 
DELIVERY DATE TO HPC: March 24, 2017 
 
 
Richard Kurylo 
Manager, Legacy Business Program 
 

Legacy  
Business  
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Application Review 
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The Chinese Historical Society of America, (CHSA) was founded in 1963 and opened its first 

place of business in 1966 at 17 Adler Place (now Jack Kerouac Alley) in San Francisco 

Chinatown between Grant and Columbus Avenues, where it remained until 1989. Through the 

1990s, CHSA would be located at 650 Commercial Street between Clay and Sacramento. It 

moved to 644 Broadway between Stockton and Grant for two years between 2000 and 2001 

before opening at the newly renovated and retrofitted Chinatown YWCA at 965 Clay Street; it’s 

current home, which CHSA owns, in November 2001. As such, CHSA has operated within the 

Chinatown community for nearly 51 years and has been housed for 17 years in one the 

neighborhood’s major properties that is a City Landmark and significant tourist attraction as a 

Julia Morgan designed architectural marvel.  

 

CHSA was founded by well-known Chinese American figures and community advocates 

Thomas W. Chinn, C.H. Kwock, Chingwah Lee, H.K. Wong, and Thomas W.S. Wu D.D.S. In 

the contemporary period, grand historians Philip Choy and the late Him Mark Lai, made major 

contributions to the understanding and awareness of Chinese American history through scholarly 

work and advocacy projects through CHSA, including the saving from destruction and 

preservation of Angel Island Immigration Station.  

 

The content of the Museum overall, is a treasure trove of the historical record of the experience 

of Chinese in America, which includes the remarkable narrative of the phoenix like rising from 

the ashes of Chinatown after the 1906 Great Earthquake and Fire, the creation of one of the 

nation’s iconic neighborhoods, and the ongoing triumph of a vibrant residential and business 

nexus that has defined San Francisco’s unique cultural importance. CHSA is the steward of the 

community narrative of Chinese in America and makes this narrative a living history through a 

variety of high quality cultural content such as exhibitions and public programs. It provides 

ongoing service as an anchor community-based organization for the Chinatown neighborhood 

that is open six days a week, ensuring a continuous opportunity for the public to engage with the 

remarkable narrative of our community.  

 

CHSA promotes the contributions and legacy of the Chinese in America through its exhibitions, 

publications, and educational and public programs in the Museum and Learning Center. We offer 

tours of the Museum and the surrounding Chinatown community for a nominal charge. We have 

extended our reach with online content with online exhibits through our main portal chsa.org, 

sharing information and news through our Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr, and sharing 

photographs through our Instagram. We have also opened our doors to collaborations with others 

who want to share their stories and experiences through film screenings, book readings, 

presentations, workshops, panel discussions and so much more. 

 

The CHSA Museum provides a permanent home for the stories and experience of the Chinese in 

America that stretches back to the Spanish period in California history. It shares these stories 

with a world class $2 million exhibition entitled Chinese American: Exclusion/Inclusion, 
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numerous rotating exhibitions, and through regular schedule of public engagement programs 

such as literary events, film screenings, lectures and panel discussions, performances, and 

walking tours of the neighborhood. It also serves as an important resource for historical research 

in the writing of multiple books and films, including the upcoming PBS Documentary film by 

Ric Burns “The Chinese Exclusion Act”. As part of the wealth of content that CHSA provides, it 

holds one of the largest collections of historical objects of Chinese American historical interest 

from works of art, clothing, household objects, and books. 

 

CHSA serves the local San Francisco Chinatown neighborhood, the greater City-wide 

population, and the Bay Area region which is home to over 500,000 Chinese Americans. 

Moreover, CHSA has a national and international footprint, providing value to individuals and 

organizations interested in the significance of the history of Chinese in America to our nation 

and to our world. The Chinatown neighborhood of which CHSA a homegrown product is one of 

the oldest communities of its kind in the country that is both an active commercial center and 

residential hub. It is a coveted cultural destination for a City of cultural destinations, attracting 

over six million visitors annually.  

 

CHSA represents the heart and identity of the Chinatown community and as such contributes to 

positive and vibrant quality of life for the neighborhood as well as a place of learning for the 

many visitors. If CHSA were to cease to exist, the Chinatown would lose a significant cultural 

and physical asset that would harm the economic and cultural well-being of the neighborhood. 

 

The core values of our programming include: 1) Respect for cultural traditions and 

history/heritage. 2) That innovation is part of how we keep our traditions up to date and relevant. 

3) That we must reach “above and beyond” Chinatown to continue the process of expanding our 

definitions of our community and its role in our society. The content of our programming 

stretches from exploring our historical narratives to how these narratives inform our current 

world in a variety of ways from culinary art to fashion, the visual, literary and performing arts, 

and in the media. 

 

An aspect of the Museum’s presentation is sharing of stories of how Chinese women built the 

YWCA during the era of the Exclusion, traveling up and down the coast to raise money, 

engaging architect Julia Morgan, and built a highly impactful social and cultural institution 

during 60+ years of operations. As a significant historical cultural asset we are committed to 

following the guidelines for the preservation of the building. This takes the form of 

organizational policies governing visitors and programming to our ongoing maintenance of the 

building. 

 

The CHSA Museum has been recognized multiple times for its historic significance including: 

2004 National Preservation Award from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, 2005 

Preservation Award from California Heritage Council, and 2016 award from The Art Deco 

Society of California.  
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The CHSA Museum is a City of San Francisco registered landmark, #122. It is recognized as of 

architectural significance both for its age (built in 1932) and as a singular artistic achievement of 

one of the 20th Century’s most famous architects. It is also recognized for its cultural and 

historical significance for the lived experience associated with the YWCA in Chinatown and 

now more recently as the home of one of the neighborhood’s significant cultural institutions.  

 

Continuing to celebrate our name and organizational and community history is critical to 

maintaining our own historical traditions. Our priority on cultural and historical interpretation as 

a cornerstone to our content shapes each of our offerings to the public as well as our 

communications strategies. 

 



Subscribe

You are here: Home / About CHSA

About CHSA

The Chinese Historical Society of America Museum is the oldest organization in the

country dedicated to the interpretation, promotion, and preservation of the social, cultural

and political history and contributions of the Chinese in America.

about visit events exhibits shop support

Page 1 of 4About CHSA – Chinese Historical Society of America

3/14/2017https://chsa.org/about_chsa/



When founded in 1963, there were fewer than 250,000 people of Chinese descent living

in the US and CHSA was a lone voice for the study and dissemination of the history of this

segment of the US population. Today, as the number of Chinese in the US has risen to

nearly 4 million, CHSA strives to be a responsible steward of the remarkable narrative of

this rapidly growing and increasingly visible community.

What we do

CHSA promotes the contributions and legacy of the Chinese in America through its

exhibitions, publications, and educational and public programs in the Museum and

Learning Center. We are housed in the landmark Julia Morgan-designed Chinatown

YWCA building at 965 Clay Street, San Francisco.

We offer tours of the Museum and the surrounding Chinatown community for a nominal

charge. We have extended our reach with online content with online exhibits through our

main portal chsa.org, sharing information and news through our Facebook, Twitter, and

Tumblr, and sharing photographs through our Instagram. We have also opened our doors

to collaborations with others who want to share their stories and experiences through film

screenings, book readings, presentations, workshops, panel discussions and so much

more.

Come visit CHSA today

Share this:

Page 2 of 4About CHSA – Chinese Historical Society of America

3/14/2017https://chsa.org/about_chsa/



Chinese Historical Society of America 
 

Commercial: 

https://youtu.be/cxYD20fxzeo 
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Asian Pacific America with Robert Handa recently interviewed Sue Lee, Executive Director of Chinese 

Historical Society of America. The episode aired on NBC Bay Area January 29, 2017. This 3-part episode 

can be viewed:  

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-American_-Exclusion_Inclusion_Bay-Area-

412344753.html 

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-Exclusion-Act_Bay-Area-412344073.html 

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-Inclusion_Bay-Area-412344763.html 

 

 

  

http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-American_-Exclusion_Inclusion_Bay-Area-412344753.html
http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-American_-Exclusion_Inclusion_Bay-Area-412344753.html
http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-Exclusion-Act_Bay-Area-412344073.html
http://www.nbcbayarea.com/on-air/as-seen-on/Chinese-Inclusion_Bay-Area-412344763.html
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October 29, 2016, the San Francisco Chronicle published “NY gives SF vivid view of Chinese immigrant’s 

history”, an article about CHSA’s opening of a major exhibition. Full article can be found: 

http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/nativeson/article/NY-gives-SF-vivid-view-of-Chinese-immigrants-

10421722.php#photo-11656974 

 

  

http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/nativeson/article/NY-gives-SF-vivid-view-of-Chinese-immigrants-10421722.php#photo-11656974
http://www.sfchronicle.com/bayarea/nativeson/article/NY-gives-SF-vivid-view-of-Chinese-immigrants-10421722.php#photo-11656974
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Chinese Historical Society of America has operated at 965 Clay Street, San Francisco 

from 2001 to the present. ©2001 

 

 

Exterior plaque detail. ©2017                                                    Architectural detail of exterior. ©2017 
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Interior photo of Chinese Historical Society of America foyer. ©2013 

 

Architectural detail of interior. ©2001 
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Architectural detail of interior. ©2001  
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Architectural detail of garden. ©2007 
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Chinese Historical Society of America operated at 17 Adler Place,  

San Francisco from 1966-1989. ©1968 
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In January 4, 1981, YWCA Chinatown Center (at 965 Clay Street) became a Registered 

Landmark #122 of the City & County of San Francisco. ©2017 
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In 2004, Chinese Historical Society of America received the National Preservation Award 

from the National Trust for Historic Preservation for the adaptive use of the Julia 

Morgan-designed YWCA. ©2017 

 

 

In 2016, Chinese Historical Society of America received an award for historic preservation and 

stewardship of the 1932 Julia Morgan Chinatown YWCA from The Art Deco Society of California. ©2017 
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President Lyndon B. Johnson became the first honorary member of the Chinese 

Historical Society of America in 1964. ©1964 
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On February 11, 2011, The New York Times published an article on Chinese Historical Society of America 

rediscovery of paintings by Chinese American artist. 
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BrainWash, Inc.; Cal’s Automotive Center; Chinese Historical Society 
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Filing Date: March 24, 2017 
Case No.: 2017-003808LBR 
Business Name: Chinese Historical Society of America  
Business Address: 965 Clay Street  
Zoning: UMU (Urban Mixed Use)/ 
 65-A Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 0024/078 and 079 
Applicant:  Sue Lee, Executive Director 

965 Clay Street 
San Francisco, CA 94108 

Nominated By: Supervisor Aaron Peskin, District 3 
Staff Contact: Desiree Smith - (415) 575-9093 

desiree.smith@sfgov.org 
Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye @sfgov.org 
  
BUSINESS DESCRIPTION 
Established in Chinatown in 1963, the Chinese Historical Society of America (CHSA) is the oldest and 
largest archive and historical center in the United States that documents the Chinese American 
experience. As a nonprofit organization, CHSA is “dedicated to the interpretation, promotion, and 
preservation of the social, cultural, and political history and contributions of the Chinese in America.” It 
accomplishes this mission by hosting exhibitions and public programs at its Museum and Learning 
Center, producing publications on Chinese American history, offering tours of the surrounding 
Chinatown neighborhood, and serving as the steward of the historic Chinatown YWCA, which it has 
owned and operated since 2000. The building, designed by renowned architect Julia Morgan, is 
designated City Landmark No. 122. CHSA previously operated out of 644 Broadway, 650 Commercial 
Street, and 17 Adler Place (now Jack Kerouac Alley). It holds one of the country’s largest collections of 
Chinese American historical objects and frequently serves as a resource for historical research; for 
example, CHSA’s archives were utilized in the making of Ric Burns’ PBS documentary film, “The Chinese 
Exclusion Act.” Its programming focuses on three core values, as described in its application: 1.) respect 
for cultural traditions and history/heritage; 2.) the belief that innovation is part of how the organization 
keeps traditions relevant and up-to-date; and 3.) a goal to reach “above and beyond” Chinatown in order 
to continue the process of expanding definitions of the Chinese American community and its role in 
society. 
 
In addition to showcasing rotating exhibitions, the CHSA Museum offers several permanent exhibitions, 
including Chinese American: Exclusion/Inclusion, which tells the history of people of Chinese descent in the 
United States from the late 18th century to the present, and is accompanied by an education guide 
consisting of educational curriculum designed to meet national content standards. Other permanent 
exhibits include the History of the Chinatown YWCA, which sheds light into the life of Chinese American 
women from the 1930s to the 1980s, and Living in Chinatown: Memories in Miniature, which showcases the 
work of Chinatown artist, Frank Wong, who created miniature scenes of Chinatown. 
 
Founded by local Chinese American community advocates, CHSA has continued a legacy of community 
advocacy through its historical and educational work, and also through its support of local historians 
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such as, Philip Choy and Him Mark Lai, both of whom “contributed significantly to the understanding 
and awareness of Chinese American history through scholarly work.” Their scholarship and advocacy 
has continued to demonstrate its impacts in the broader community. One such effort was the preservation 
of Angel Island Immigration Station, now open to the public for educational tours. CHSA also remains 
deeply connected to its surrounding neighborhood of Chinatown, keeping its doors open six days a week 
and collaborating with others to offer film screenings, book readings, presentations, workshops, and 
panel discussions in the neighborhood.  
 
 
STAFF ANALYSIS 
Review Criteria 

1. When was business founded?   

1963.   

2. Does the business qualify for listing on the Legacy Business Registry? If so, how? 

Yes, the Chinese Historical Society of America (CHSA) qualifies for listing on the Legacy 
Business Registry because it meets all of the eligibility Criteria: 

i.  CHSA has operated for 54 years. 

iv. CHSA has contributed to the history and identity of San Francisco’s Chinatown 
neighborhood by promoting the history, heritage, and culture of Chinese 
Americans in the Bay Area and beyond through its museum exhibitions, 
educational and cultural programs, and historical archive.  

v. CHSA is committed to maintaining the physical features or traditions that define 
its practice of operating museum, archive, and historical center focused on 
Chinese American history, heritage, and culture.  

3. Is the business associated with a culturally significant art/craft/cuisine/tradition? 

CHSA, a nonprofit organization, the oldest and largest archive and historical center documenting 
the Chinese American experience in the United States. It is associated with the curatorial, 
archival, and story-telling traditions; it is associated with promoting Chinese and Chinese 
American heritage and culture; and it is associated with the tradition of stewarding and 
interpreting a historic site.  

4. Is the business or its building associated with significant events, persons, and/or architecture? 

The property at 965 Clay Street is Article 10 Landmark No. 122, significant for its architecture and 
social history. Designed by master architect, Julia Morgan, in 1932, the historic Chinatown YWCA 
is associated with Chinese and Chinese American history of the neighborhood.  

5. Is the property associated with the business listed on a local, state, or federal historic resource registry?   

Yes, the property is a designated City Landmark under Article 10 of the Planning Code. It was 
also found eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the California 
Register of Historic Resources.  
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6. Is the business mentioned in a local historic context statement?   

No. 

7. Has the business been cited in published literature, newspapers, journals, etc.? 

Yes. CHSA has been cited in numerous publications including but not limited to:  

San Francisco Chronicle, 10/29/2016, “NY gives SF vivid view of Chinese immigrants’ history,” by 
Carl Nolte; San Francisco Chronicle, 10/3/1966, “Chinese Society Opens Museum,” by Jerry Root; 
San Francisco Chronicle, 10/6/1966, “Boost for Chinese History,” by Millie Robbins; San Francisco 
Magazine, 2/1967, “Or a Chinese Historical Society?” by Thomas W. Chinn; Bulletin for April 
1969, East/West News, 1/14/1988, “Historical Societies Play a Key Role in Chinese American 
History”; Tri-Valley Herald, 11/16/2001, “Museum gives Chinese-American history its due,” by 
Titania Leung Inglis; San Jose Mercury, 11/17/01, “Chinese-American museum conceived in ’63 
opens,” by L.A. Chung; San Francisco Chronicle, 11/18/01, “Chinese museum finally gets a 
home,” by Tyche Hendricks; New York Times, 2/11/11, “Lost for Years, a Trove of Chinatown Art 
is Tracked Down,” by Bernice Yeung; nbcnews.com, 11/11/16, “Chinese-American History Finds 
Permanent Home in San Francisco,” by Frances Kai-Hwa Wang; nbcnews.com, 2/11/17, “Oldest 
Chinese Laundry in the U.S. Closes Shop After 140 Years”; and nbcnews.com, 2/11/17, “CAAM to 
Launch ‘Who is American?’ Education Campaign on Chinese Exclusion Act.” 

Asian Pacific America with Robert Handa, an interview with Su Lee, Executive Director of CHSA, 
aired on NBC Bay Area January 29, 2017 (available on YouTube, see application for links).  

CHSA has been the recipient of numerous awards, including: 2004 National Preservation Award 
from the National Trust for Historic Preservation; 2005 Preservation Award from California 
Heritage Council; and 2016 Award from the Art Deco Society of California. 

Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

Location(s) associated with the business: 
• 965 Clay Street  
 
Recommended by Applicant 
• Dedication to the interpretation, promotion, and preservation of the social, cultural, and political 

history and contributions of the Chinese in America 
• Function as a home for the stories and experience of the Chinese in America  
• Chinatown location  
• Maintenance of a cultural asset that is the historic YWCA Chinatown building 
• Function as a museum, historical archive, and source of educational programming  focused on 

Chinese and Chinese American history 
 

Additional Recommended by Staff 
• No additional recommendations 
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Historic Preservation Commission 
Draft Resolution 
HEARING DATE APRIL 19, 2017 

 
Filing Date: March 24, 2017 
Case No.: 2017-003808LBR 
Business Name: Chinese Historical Society of America  
Business Address: 965 Clay Street  
Zoning: UMU (Urban Mixed Use)/ 
 65-A Height and Bulk District 
Block/Lot: 0024/078 and 079 
Applicant:  Sue Lee, Executive Director 

965 Clay Street 
San Francisco, CA 94108 

Nominated By: Supervisor Aaron Peskin, District 3 
Staff Contact: Desiree Smith - (415) 575-9093 

desiree.smith@sfgov.org 
Reviewed By: Tim Frye – (415) 575-6822 

tim.frye @sfgov.org 
 

ADOPTING FINDINGS RECOMMENDING TO THE SMALL BUSINESS COMMISSION 
APPROVAL OF THE LEGACY BUSINESS REGISTRY NOMINATION FOR CHINESE HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY OF AMERICA, CURRENTLY LOCATED AT 965 CLAY STREET (BLOCK/LOT 0024/078 
AND 079).   
 
WHEREAS, in accordance with Administrative Code Section 2A.242, the Office of Small Business 
maintains a registry of Legacy Businesses in San Francisco (the "Registry") to recognize that longstanding, 
community-serving businesses can be valuable cultural assets of the City and to be a tool for providing 
educational and promotional assistance to Legacy Businesses to encourage their continued viability and 
success; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has operated in San Francisco for 30 or more years, with no break in San 
Francisco operations exceeding two years; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business has contributed to the identity of San Francisco’s Chinatown 
neighborhood; and 
 
WHEREAS, the subject business is committed to maintaining the physical features and traditions that 
define the business; and 
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WHEREAS, at a duly noticed public hearing held on April 19, 2017, the Historic Preservation 
Commission reviewed documents, correspondence and heard oral testimony on the Legacy Business 
Registry nomination. 

 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends that 
the Chinese Historical Society of America qualifies for the Legacy Business Registry under 
Administrative Code Section 2A.242(b)(2) as it has operated for 30 or more years and has continued to 
contribute to the community. 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby recommends 
safeguarding of the below listed physical features and traditions for the Chinese Historical Society of 
America: 
 
Location (if applicable) 

• 965 Clay Street 
 
Physical Features or Traditions that Define the Business 

• Dedication to the interpretation, promotion, and preservation of the social, cultural, and political history 
and contributions of the Chinese in America 

• Function as a home for the stories and experience of the Chinese in America  
• Chinatown location  
• Maintenance of a cultural asset that is the historic YWCA Chinatown building 
• Function as a museum, historical archive, and source of educational programming  focused on Chinese and 

Chinese American history 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission’s findings and 
recommendations are made solely for the purpose of evaluating the subject business's eligibility for the 
Legacy Business Registry, and the Historic Preservation Commission makes no finding that the subject 
property or any of its features constitutes a historical resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 
15064.5(a). 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Historic Preservation Commission hereby directs its 
Commission Secretary to transmit this Resolution and other pertinent materials in the case file 2017-
003808LBR to the Office of Small Business.  
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was ADOPTED by the Historic Preservation Commission 
on April 19, 2017. 

 

Jonas P. Ionin 

Commission Secretary 

AYES:    
 
NOES:   
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ABSENT 
 
ADOPTED:  


